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EVDense New Podcast Series: Renowned Experts Speak on Important Issues that Matter to You
EVDense records its first podcast with Dr. Gary Namie on workplace bullying and announces their
upcoming podcasts with other experts covering important issues that make a difference in our lives.
Feb. 9, 2010 - PRLog -- Seattle, WA – EVDense Corporation (www.evdense.com), maker of the EVDense
Digital Diary, launches a new podcast series on topics such as workplace bullying, sexual harassment,
electronic evidence and more. EVDense identified leading experts in several areas and conducted live one
on one interviews to provide you with expert information on how you can protect yourself by collecting and
storing electronic information as evidence.
In its first interview, EVDense speaks with Dr. Gary Namie of the Workplace Bullying Institute about
workplace bullying in the United States. “Workplace bullying is a problem of epidemic proportions, we just
don’t talk about it because of the shame involved so we call it the silent epidemic,” says Dr. Namie.
According to Dr. Namie, 71 million people have been affected by workplace bullying in the United States.
To listen to this podcast click on the following link: http://www.evdense.com/site/resources
Stay tuned for more live interviews, including Dr. Bernice Sandler, who many call the “grandmother of
Title IX.” Dr. Sandler played an integral role in the passage of Title IX, which has dramatically changed
the course of education for women in the United States, and she has been the front runner in the fight
against sexual harassment. Also, Jim Yand, a seasoned attorney and leading expert in eDiscovery issues,
will be sharing his views on your use of electronic evidence. Yand has presented seminars across the United
States to businesses, attorneys and trial court judges on the complex issues of the use of electronically
stored information as evidence.
EVDense will continue to provide you with valuable information to help you protect yourself with
knowledge you need and a service you can use. EVDense is continuing to seek out experts to share their
knowledge and expertise with its members. “We don’t just want to provide a valuable service to help our
people, we also want to give them the best information on key issues,” says Roger Yee, Co-CEO of
EVDense Corporation. Tell us what issues and problems you want to hear about. Call us at 206.653.0200,
or email to info@evdense.com
About EVDense
“Facts Count.” The EVDense Digital Diary (DD) is a secure, time stamped document storage service for
collecting credible evidence. EVDense DD gives you the most effective way to provide court presentable
facts in chronological documentation. You can store any type of electronic files such as Word, PDF, Email,
Voicemail, etc. EVDense Corporation, a legal technology company and maker of the EVDense DD, also
provides software services and legal consulting for Fortune 500 companies, and with its legal expertise
advises trial court judges in the admission of electronically stored information as evidence.
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